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Former ExxonMobil Engineer Joins ClearPath Policy Team
Washington, DC – Tuesday, January 5, 2021 – ClearPath announced Jena Lococo has joined
as a Policy Analyst at ClearPath. She will work across ClearPath’s clean energy technology
portfolio, with a focus on carbon capture, utilization, and storage, petrochemicals, Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, and regulatory reforms that can accelerate technology
deployment.
“We are thrilled for Jena to join our policy team, where she brings private sector engineering
and regulatory experience working on small to major clean energy projects to reduce global
carbon dioxide emissions,” said Rich Powell, Executive Director of ClearPath. “Her air quality
and compliance expertise will be an asset as ClearPath continues to advance carbon capture
and smarter regulatory policies.”
Prior to joining ClearPath, Jena was an Environmental and Regulatory Planner at ExxonMobil,
where she managed regulatory approvals and environmental impact identification processes for
global capital projects. For the past year, she was based in Guyana, where she led countrywide
data collection and reporting efforts and permitting for onshore energy projects. Previously,
Jena was based in Houston, Texas, where she was responsible for air quality compliance for
ExxonMobil’s operations in Wyoming, including managing a cross-functional team to improve
ExxonMobil’s Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) program.
Jena holds Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees in Environmental Engineering as well as a
Professional Engineering license in Environmental Engineering.
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ABOUT CLEARPATH
ClearPath (501(c)(3)) was established by businessman Jay Faison in 2014. ClearPath’s vision is
that America leads in affordably powering the world with reliable clean energy. ClearPath's

mission is to develop and advance conservative policies that accelerate clean energy
innovation. To advance that mission, ClearPath develops cutting-edge policy and collaborates
with academics and industry. Learn more at clearpath.org. Follow us on Twitter: @JayFaison1,
@powellrich, @ClearPathAction

